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Abstract— A cross-layer packet scheduling scheme

the content-aware utility functions provides a viable

that streams pre-encoded video over wireless down-

method for downlink packet scheduling as it can

link packet access networks to multiple users is

significantly outperform current content-independent

presented. The scheme can be used with the emerging

techniques. Further tests determine the sensitivity of

wireless standards such as HSDPA and IEEE 802.16.

the system to the initial video encoding schemes, as

A gradient based scheduling scheme is used in which

well as to non-real-time packet ordering techniques.

user data rates are dynamically adjusted based on
channel quality as well as the gradients of a utility

Index Terms— Wireless packet Scheduling, video
streaming, H.264, HSDPA, cross-layer design

function. The user utilities are designed as a function
of the distortion of the received video. This enables
distortion-aware packet scheduling both within and

I. I NTRODUCTION

across multiple users. The utility takes into account
decoder error concealment, an important component

Since the introduction of the first GSM

in deciding the received quality of the video. We

networks, interest in high speed wireless data

consider both simple and complex error conceal-

transmission has grown rapidly. The demand

ment techniques. Simulation results show that the

for higher data rates stems mainly from the

gradient based scheduling framework combined with

need to stream high quality multimedia content to mobile users. Multimedia content, and
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specifically, streaming video, requires per-user
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cellular standards such as HSDPA (High Speed

networks, [12] discusses the implementation of

Downlink Packet Access) [1], and IEEE 802.16

gradient-based scheduling schemes.

(WiMAX) [2], aim to provide data rates that en-

In [12], the optimization over the available

able multimedia communication over wireless

resources is performed at each time-slot while

networks.

taking into account the fading state of each

Many proposed cross-layer scheduling and

user, at that time. The utility function used in

resource allocation methods exploit the time-

[12] is defined as either a function of each

varying nature of the wireless channel to max-

user’s current average throughput, or of each

imize the throughput of the network while

user’s queue length or delay of the head-of-

maintaining fairness across multiple users [3]–

line packet. A queue-length based utility can

[7]. These methods rely on the multi-user di-

be employed for video streaming applications

versity gain achieved by selectively allocating a

where the delay constraints are stringent. Such

majority of the available resources to users with

a utility does not, however, take into account

good channel quality who can support higher

the content of each video packet. In multimedia

data rates [8]–[10]. Many of these methods,

applications, the content of a packet is criti-

such as the proportional fair rule for CDMA

cal in determining the packet’s importance. In

1xEVDO, can be viewed as gradient-based

this work, we propose a content-aware utility

scheduling policies [11]. In these policies, dur-

function, which is even better suited for video

ing each time-slot, the transmitter maximizes

streaming applications, and compare its perfor-

the weighted sum of each user’s rate, where the

mance to that of content-independent schemes.

(time-varying) weights are given by the gradi-

A wealth of work exists on video streaming

ent of a specified utility function. One attractive

in general, and on video streaming over wire-

feature of such policies is that they require

less networks, in particular. One area, which

only myopic decisions, and hence presume

has received significant attention has been that

no knowledge of long-term channel or traffic

of optimal real-time video encoding, where the

distributions. We focus on networks where a

source content and channel model are jointly

combination of TDM and CDMA or OFDMA

considered in determining the optimal source

can be used to transmit data to multiple users

encoding modes [13]–[18]. A thorough review

simultaneously. We consider “per-user” system

of the existing approaches to joint source chan-

constraints which can depend on the capabil-

nel coding for video streaming can be found in

ities of the mobile client devices. For such

[19]. We, however, focus on downlink video
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streaming where the media server is at a dif-

video packets for each user. Scheduling across

ferent location from the wireless base station,

users, however, is performed using conven-

and the video encoding cannot be adapted to

tional, content-independent techniques. In [28],

changes in the channel. Therefore, we assume

the priority across users is determined as a

the video is pre-encoded and packetized at the

combination of a content-aware importance

server. Packet scheduling for the streaming of

measure similar to that in [27], and the delay

pre-encoded video is also a well-studied topic

of the Head Of Line (HOL) packet for each

[20]–[22], where the focus has been on gen-

user. At each time slot, all the resources are

erating resource-distortion optimized strategies

dedicated to the user with the highest priority.

for transmission and retransmission of a pre-

In the model considered here, per user resource

encoded sequence of video packets under lossy

constraints or lack of available data, make it

network conditions. The above methods, how-

advantageous to transmit to multiple users at

ever, consider point-to-point streaming systems

the same time.

where a video sequence is streamed to a single
client.

Our main contribution is to propose a distortion aware scheduling scheme for packet-

Packet scheduling for video streaming over

based video transmission over wireless net-

wireless networks to multiple clients has con-

works where a combination of TDM and

ventionally focused on satisfying the delay

CDMA is used. The resource allocation scheme

constraint requirements inherent to the system.

departs from the schemes discussed above in

Examples of such work are [23], [24] and [25].

that it is performed at each transmission time

In these methods, the quality of service of the

slot based only on the instantaneous channel

received video is measured only in terms of the

fading states of each user. We consider error

packet delay, or packet loss rate. Methods that

robust data packetization at the encoder and

do consider the media content can be found

realistic error concealment schemes at the de-

in [26]–[28]. In [26], a heuristic approach is

coder. We focus on the gradient-based schedul-

used to determine the importance of frames

ing scheme proposed in [12] and introduce a

across users based on the frame types (I, P, or

content-based utility function that enables op-

B), or their positions in a group of pictures.

timizing over the actual quality of the received

In [27], a concept of incrementally additive

video. Our method orders the encoded video

distortion among video packets, introduced in

packets by their relative contribution to the final

[20], is used to determine the importance of

quality of the video, and assigns a utility for
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II. S YSTEM OVERVIEW
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Figure 1 provides an overview of the system

User 1 Decoder

discussed in this paper. We begin with a media

User 2 Decoder
Video Out

Wireless Channel

User K Decoder

server containing multiple video sequences. We
assume that each sequence is packetized into

Fig. 1.

Overview of multiuser downlink video streaming

system

multiple data units. Each data unit/packet is
independently decodable and represents a slice
of the video. In recent video coding standards,
such as H.264, a slice could either be as
small as a group of a few macroblocks (MBs),
or as large as an entire video frame. Each

each packet, which can then be used by the
gradient-based scheduling scheme to allocate
resources across users.

slice header acts as a resynchronization marker,
which allows the slices to be independently
decodable, and to be transported out of order,

In Sec. II, we give a general overview of

and still be decoded correctly at the decoder.

the system and also provide some background

Note that, although in terms of decoder oper-

on video packetization. In Sec. III, we present

ation, each slice is independently decodable,

our main contribution, which is the distortion-

in reality, most frames of a compressed se-

based utility function. In Sec. IV, we discuss

quence are inter frames, in which MBs may be

the resources and constraints inherent to the

dependent on macroblocks of previous frames

system and define the general gradient based

through motion prediction.

scheduling problem. A solution is summarized

Once a video stream is requested by a client,

in Sec. V. In Sec. VI, we investigate the

the packets are transmitted over a backbone

performance of the scheduling scheme using

network to the scheduler at a base station

both simple and complex error concealment

servicing multiple clients. We assume that the

schemes. We also discuss the sensitivity of the

backbone network is lossless and of high band-

scheme to offline packet ordering schemes, and

width. For simplicity, we assume that all users

to different video compression schemes. Some

being served are video users. The scheduling

final conclusions and avenues for future work

rule can easily accommodate other traffic by

are presented in Sec. VII.

assigning them different utility functions. The
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scheduler uses three features of each packet,

of the same sequence.

in addition to Channel State Information (CSI)

The next step in Fig. 1 is that of receiving

available through channel feedback, to allo-

and decoding the video. At this point, errors

cate resources across users. They are, for each

in the decoded image are introduced due to

packet



of each client , the utility gained due

the loss of packets in the wireless channel,

to transmitting the packet (described later), the

or due to the dropping of packets from the

size of the packet in bits,   , and the decoding

transmission queue. These errors are typically

deadline for the packet,     . The decoding

concealed using an error concealment tech-

deadline,     , stems from the video stream-

nique. In general, error concealment techniques

ing requirement that all the packets needed to

use spatial and temporal correlations in the

decode a frame of the video sequence must

video data so that pixels represented by lost

be received at the decoder buffer prior to the

slices are estimated using data from the re-

playback time of that frame. We can assume

ceived slices of the current frame, or a previous

that multiple packets (e.g., all the packets in

frame. Therefore, error concealment introduces

one frame) have the same decoding deadlines.

an additional dependency between the slices of

Any packet left in the transmission queue

the sequence.

after its decoding deadline has expired must
be dropped since it has lost its value to the

III. C ONTENT-AWARE U TILITY F UNCTION

decoder. Assuming real-time transmission, the

The main contribution of our work is to pro-

number of transmission time slots available per

pose a utility function for video streaming that

each video frame can be calculated from the

accounts for the dependencies between video

playback time for a frame ( 33msec for 30fps

packets and the effect that each video packet

video), and the length of each time-slot (e.g.,

has on the final quality of the received video.

2msec for HSDPA). Note that, unlike video

The utility function we propose is especially

conferencing systems, video streaming applica-

relevant since it can be used in conjunction

tions can afford some buffer time at the decoder

with the gradient-based scheduling scheme of

before starting to play back the video sequence.

[12] to enable content-aware resource alloca-

This is important because, in a compressed

tion across multiple users. In gradient-based

sequence, the quality of the first frame, which

scheduling algorithms, packets with a larger

is intra coded, can have a significant impact on

first-order change in utility are given priority.

the quality of the following inter coded frames

The key idea in the proposed method is to sort
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the packets in the transmission buffer for each

the frame that occurs when all packets in the

user based on the contribution of each packet to

group are received. Note that a new utility

the overall video quality, and then to construct

function will need to be calculated after these

a utility function such that its gradient reflects



the contribution of each packet. A description

not depend on the metric used to calculate the

of the process used to generate packet utilities

distortion. In our numerical work, we define

is given below.

the distortion to be the sum absolute pixel

At a given transmission time slot, , for



packets are sent. The proposed scheme does

difference between the decoded and error-free



each user, , we pick a group of   available frames. For ease of notation, let
packets such that each packet

in   has





)!0 2&3

     . Then, assuming a simple error



a decoding deadline,     , greater than . An

concealment scheme (as described in Sec. VI-

obvious approach would be to pick the group

A), we can guarantee that the user utility func-

of packets with the same decoding deadline that

tion is concave and increasing by iteratively

compose the current frame, or group of frames,

choosing each additional packet    4+ such

to be transmitted. We know that each packet

that the utility gradient is maximized, i.e.,

consists of     bits. Note that we are omitting

    4+57698 : @;<
A? B 6>'=CDEF   GH  0

the time index, , for simplicity, since it remains
the same throughout this discussion. Now, let



where,

       
  be the re-ordered set F   G*  I

 



 -  )!0 2 &).#/ -  - !" 2 &J



will be the first packet of the group to be


LK -!" ' &)

  

of packets in the transmission queue such that



(2)

In (3),  -



-!" 2&J

(3)



LK  !0 2 &) indicates that

transmitted. Let            denote the distortion after adding packet

may be

the distortion given that the first  packets in dependent on the currently ordered set of packthe queue are transmitted to user



and the

ets



-!" 2&

from the same group. This will be

remaining !" $#% '& packets are dropped prior

true if a complex error concealment technique

to transmission. Then, we define the user utility

is used at the decoder (See Sec. VI-A.2).

for user

(



We use the utility gradients,

after  packet transmissions as,

)* +,!" -





the gradient based scheduling framework in
.#/ -  

        0'&

Sec. IV-C to ensure that the resource allocation
(1)

where   1 is the minimum distortion for
December 30, 2006
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IV. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
A. Channel Resources and Constraints
We consider a scheme where a combination
of TDM and CDMA is used, in which at a

can be written as:


+


where

 






 

 
+


and, 

)

(4)

is the maximum number of spreading


codes for user .

given transmission opportunity, , the scheduler

Our basic assumption in this work is that

can decide on the number of spreading codes,

the constraints of the system will be such that



, (assumed to be orthogonal) that can be





used to transmit to a given user, . Note that




implies that user



is not scheduled
1

for transmission at that time slot (as in the

the transmitter may not be able to transmit all
the available video packets in the transmission
queue of each user in time to meet their decoding deadlines.

previous section, the time-slot index remains
the same throughout this section and is omit-

B. General Problem Definition


ted for simplicity). The maximum number of

We assume that the channel state for user ,

spreading codes that can be handled by each

denoted by  , at a given time slot is known

user is determined by the user’s mobile device.

based on channel quality feedback available

However, the total number of spreading codes,



in the system. The value of  represents the

, that can be allocated to all users, is limited

  
by the specific standard ( 

normalized Signal to Interference Noise Ratio

for HSDPA).

(SINR) per unit power and can vary quite

In addition to the number of spreading codes,

rapidly, and in a large dynamic range, over

the scheduler can also decide on the power

time. Therefore, we assume that  will be a

level,  , used to transmit to a given user. The

different but known value at each time slot.

total power,

Defining





, that can be used by the base







 







   



to be the SINR per

station is also limited in order to restrict the

code for user at a given time, we can assume

possibility of interference across neighboring

that the achievable rate for user ,  , satisfies:





that the packet prioritization scheme discussed in Sec. III is

  !    &J
(5)
where  !"!+&5$#&%('S: !)+*,!+& represents the Shannon capacity for an AWGN channel, where #

is the symbol rate per code. Here,  .- ! /

applicable to that case, as well.

represents a scaling factor and determines the

cells. Assuming

total users, these constraints





1

In the case of other standards such as CDMA 1xEVDO,

only one user can be assigned per time slot. It must be noted
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gap from capacity for a realistic system. This is

to be a function of the decoded video quality

a reasonable model for systems that use coding

as in (1). Now, the gradient based resource

techniques, such as turbo codes, that approach

allocation problem can be written as:



 "

Shannon capacity. Setting  

 



, we can

   M   N  PSR *  
 A ;  C6 =  E
F
 +

specify the achievable rates for each user as a



function of the control parameters  and  as

where, as in (3),

follows:

packets already transmitted to user , and     PSR




 



(6)



Now the resource allocation problem be-



denotes the number of


"#&%('S:  *   






(8)

denotes the next packet in the ordered transmission queue. The constraint set,  !   & ,

denotes all the achievable rates given  , the

comes one of specifying the  and  allocated vector containing the instantaneous channel
to each user such that a target rate,  , can be states of each user, and  the set of allowable



   

achieved. In the following, we assume that the



channel quality feedback and the modulation

the vectors containing the assigned number of

and coding schemes are sufficiently good to

spreading codes, and assigned power levels,

avoid losses due to fading. In HSDPA, hybrid

of each user, respectively. Here,

ARQ can also be used to recover from losses.



!



& and  

!

&,

 indicates

an additional weighting used to attain fairness

across users over time. In our numerical work,
C. Gradient-Based Scheduling Framework

we have considered a content-based technique

The key idea in the gradient-based scheduling technique is to maximize the projection of

 based on the distortion in

user ’s decoded video given the previously

the achievable rate vector,  

transmitted set of packets (i.e., user’s with

 

! 9 



&

for determining


on to the gradient of a system utility function

poor decoded quality based on the previous

[12]. The system utility function is defined as:

transmissions will be assigned larger weights



where

(







(
+



(7)

in order to ensure fairness over time). (8) maximizes a weighted sum of the rates assigned to

is a concave utility function. In a

each user where the weights correspond to the

content-independent scheme,  can be a func-

gradients of the specified utility function. After

(



tion of the average throughput for user , or

each time-slot, the weights will be re-adjusted

the delay of the head-of-line packet. In the

based on the packets scheduled in the previous

proposed content-aware scheme, we define
December 30, 2006
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changes in the channel states.

constraint can be viewed as:

 

Now, taking into account the system constraints specified in (4), as well as the formula
for calculating each user’s achievable rate specified in (6), we can formulate the optimization





+






!

C  ;<  6>E =A


 





 &

(9)

&

(12)





, i.e,

   -

    , as with a



maximum SINR per code constraint. In this



$!   &

 M



  N QP R

  






  
+


+ F

and,







 . For the purposes of this



-!



work, we consider cases where the maximum

tions of

where:



 - ! ' &J - ! ' &-

case, the constraint set in (11) becomes,

subject to:



 

and minimum SINR constraints are not func-

problem as:

!   &

where

 -





 $!   &

  




)


   
 







 

(13)

% '9:  *  


E. Extension to OFDMA

 




(10)

Although the above formulation is primariliy



designed for CDMA systems, it can also be



adapted for use in OFDMA systems under




 

suitable conditions. For example, a common
(11)

approach followed in OFDMA systems, is to
form multiple subchannels consisting of sets

D. Additional Constraints

of OFDM tones. In the case that the OFDM

In addition to the main constraints specified

tones are interleaved to form the subchannels

above, a practical system is also limited by

(i.e., interleaved channelization is used), which

some “per-user” constraints. Among them are,

is the default case, referred to as PUSC (Par-

a peak power constraint per user, a maximum

tially Used SubCarrier), in IEEE 802.16d/e [2],

SINR per code constraint for each user, and a

we can assume that the SINR is essentially

maximum and minimum rate constraint deter-

uniform across all the subchannels for each

mined by the maximum and minimum coding

user. Then, the number of subchannels plays

rates allowed by the coding scheme.

an equivalent role to the number of codes



All of the above constraints can be grouped

( ) in the CDMA based formulation above.

into a per user power constraint based on

Further details on gradient based scheduling

the SINR per code for each user [12]. This

approaches with OFDMA can be found in [29].
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for a fixed  to find,

V. S OLUTION

! I& 7; 6> =

A solution to the optimization problem of
the type given in (9) for the case when the
maximum and minimum SINR constraints are
not functions of  is derived in detail in [12].
In this section, we will simply summarize the
basic form of the solution.

and then minimizing

!

&



!+& over


(17)



 . For the

! I& can be analytically computed.
The function ! +& can be shown to be a convex
first step,

function of  , which can then be minimized
via a one-dimensional search with geometric

The Lagrangian for the primal problem in

convergence.

(9) can be defined as:

! 

& 

 









 F





 





#

VI. S IMULATION S TUDY

%('S:  *    *
 $*  #






A. Error Concealment



1) Simulation Results Using Simple Error








(14)

error concealment technique, in which data

Based on this we can define the dual function,

!



&  C  ;<  6>E =A

! 

 

&J

Concealment: We categorize as simple, any

(15)

from packets within the same group,





, are

not used for concealment of other lost packets
within that group. For example, if each group

which can be analytically computed by first
keeping    fixed and optimizing (14) over
 , and then optimizing over  .

a lost packet with pixel values from the same

The corresponding dual problem is given by,

location in the previous frame is a commonly



 C ;  E

Based on the concavity of

!



&J

(16)

consists of packets from one video frame, then
replacing the pixel values of MBs contained on

used simple error concealment technique. With
such techniques, it can be seen that the packet

in (9), and the

ordering scheme proposed in Sec. III will al-

convexity of the domain of optimization, it can

ways provide the best possible ordering of

be shown that a solution to the dual problem

packets within a packet group, such that given

exists, and that there is no duality gap, i.e.,

only  out of the total   packets are actually







.

In [12], an algorithm is given for solving the
dual problem based on first optimizing over 
December 30, 2006
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would be the set of packets

that would lead to the highest decoded video
quality.
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Comparison of Resource Allocation Schemes using Simple Error Concealment. (a) Average PSNR per user. User

numbers represent 1: Foreman, 2: Mother and Daughter, 3: Carphone, 4: News, 5: Silent, 6: Hall Monitor. (b) Variance across
users and channel realizations

We performed simulations to determine the

into each frame during the encoding process.

performance gain that can be expected by us-

The frames were packetized such that each

ing the content-dependent packet ordering and

packet/slice contained one row of MBs, which

resource allocation scheme. Lost packets were

enabled a good balance between error robust-

concealed using the simple concealment tech-

ness and compression efficiency. Constrained

nique described above. Six video sequences

intra prediction was used at the encoder for fur-

with varied content: “foreman”, “carphone”,

ther error robustness. Although the sequences

“mother and daughter”, “news”, “hall monitor”,

begin transmitting simultaneously, we provide

and “silent”, in QCIF (176x144) format were

a buffer of 10 frame times in order for the first

used for the simulations. The sequences were

frame (Intra coded) to be received by each user.

encoded in H.264 (JVT reference software,

Therefore, the start times of the subsequent

JM 9.3 [30]) at variable bit rates to obtain

frames can vary for each user. If a video packet

a specified average PSNR of 35dB for each

could not be completely transmitted within a

frame. All frames except the first were encoded

given transmission opportunity, we assume that

as P frames. To reduce error propagation due

it can be fragmented, and the utility gradient of

to packet losses, random I MBs were inserted

the fragmented packet is calculated using the
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TABLE I

that the utility gradients in (8) are proportional

S YSTEM PARAMETERS U SED IN S IMULATIONS

to the current queue length in bits of each


15



5



10W




0



user’s transmission queue. The computational

1.76dB

complexity of the first three methods is very



similar as they all use the proposed packet
ordering scheme. The final method is similar to
number of remaining bits to be transmitted.

the conventional content-independent schedul-

The wireless network was modeled as an

ing techniques in which no packet ordering is

HSDPA system. The system parameters used in

performed at the scheduler; Scheduling is again

the simulations are shown in Table I. HSDPA

based on queue sizes.

provides 2 msec transmission time slots. Real-

Figure 2(a) shows the average quality across

istic channel traces for an HSDPA system were

100 frames over 5 channel realizations for each

obtained using a proprietary channel simulator

sequence. This shows that the content-aware

developed at Motorola Inc. The simulator ac-

schemes significantly out-perform the conven-

counts for correlated shadowing and multipath

tional queue length based scheduling scheme.

fading effects with 6 multipath components.

The gain in performance is mainly seen in

For the channel traces, users were located

the sequences with more complex video con-

within a 0.8km radius from the base station

tent across the entire frame such as foreman,

and user speeds were set at 30km/h. Figure 2

mother and daughter, and carphone. The con-

compares the average quality of the received

tent aware schemes recognize the importance of

video, using 4 different methods for calculating

error concealment in enabling packets in more

for
 

and uses the utility functions described

easily concealable sequences such as news and
hall monitor to be dropped, while the content-

in Sec. III. The second, is a modification of

independent schemes do not. Figure 2(b) shows

the utilities in (8). The first sets
all



the first, where






is set to be the distortion the variance in PSNR per frame across all users

of the currently transmitted sequence of user


and the 5 channel realizations. This shows that

to ensure fairness across users. The third

the two schemes with content-aware gradient

method is only partially content-aware in that it

metrics tend to provide similar quality across

orders the video packets of each user according

all the users (lower variance), while the queue-

to their importance. The resource allocation

dependent schemes tend to favor some users,

across users, however, is performed assuming

again those whose dropped packets would have
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been easily concealable, over others. Between

the packet representing the

the two schemes with content-aware metrics,

the only packet received from the frame, and

we can see that a small sacrifice in average

the rest of the MBs are concealed using that

PSNR incurred by the weighted distortion gra-

packet. In (b), the

dient metric yields significant improvement in

received, and in (c), both the

terms of the variance across users.

are received. The darker pixels in each figure

 

row of MBs is

row is the only row





and

 

rows

2) Complex Error Concealment: A broad

indicate higher gains in quality compared to not

review of error concealment techniques can be

receiving any packets at all. We can see that,

found in [31], [32]. Error concealment exploits

due to concealment, the effect of receiving one

spatial and temporal redundancies in the video

packet extends beyond the immediate region

data. In complex temporal concealment tech-

represented by the packet, and that therefore,

niques, the motion vectors (MV’s) of neigh-

adding the

 

packet to the already transmitted

boring decoded MB’s in the frame are used



to estimate the motion vector of a lost MB.

additive gain in quality corresponding to the

For example, one possibility is to use the

gain that would occur if only the

median MV of all the available neighboring

were received.



packet does not provide an incrementally
 

packet

MV’s. Another is to use a boundary match-

Our solution, formulated in (2) and (3),

ing technique to determine the best candidate

takes into account the non-additivity of packet

MV [33]. Errors in intra frames are concealed

utilities by employing a myopic method for

using spatial concealment techniques that rely

determining the packet orderings within the

on weighted pixel averaging schemes where

transmission queue. For each position in the

the weight depends on the distance from the

transmission queue, we choose the packet that

concealed pixels. More complex hybrid spatio-

provides the largest gain in quality after er-

temporal error concealment techniques also ex-

ror concealment, given the packets that have

ist [34].

already been added to the queue. Figure 4

When complex concealment is used, the

shows an example user utility function obtained

packet ordering scheme proposed in Sec. III

with the myopic packet ordering scheme. We

changes, and the incremental gain in quality

can see that the error concealment causes the

due to adding each packet is no longer additive.

utility function to not be concave over the entire

Figure 3 illustrates this issue for a particular

range. A result of this is that a packet may have

frame of the foreman sequence. In Fig. 3(a)

lower priority, preventing a future packet with
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(a) MSE Gain = 262

(b) MSE Gain = 137

(c) MSE Gain = 272

Fig. 3. Non-additive gain in quality due to complex concealment. Darker pixels indicate higher gain compared to not receiving
any packets from the frame. The row borders are shown in black. (a) Packet containing MB row 5 received, (b) MB row 6
received, (c) MB rows 5 and 6 received (Total MSE gain significantly less than the sum of (a) and (b))

Utility Vs Bits with Complex Concealment
0

higher value from being transmitted. To avoid

−20

this problem, when determining the utility gra-

−40

dients to be used in (8), we instead consider a
Utility (U)

smoothed utility gradient using,



 )  -!0 ' &-.#/ - -!0
4
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 4+
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*
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−100
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−140
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−180
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(18)

is a window of succeeding packets

2000

4000
6000
Bits Transmitted

8000

10000

Fig. 4. User utility function after packet ordering with myopic

over which the gradient is calculated. In Fig. 5,

technique for complex concealment. The markers indicate bit

we show simulation results using the same

boundaries for each packet.

encoded sequences as in Sec. VI-A.1, and the
same system parameters as in Table I, where
the performance due to using simple and com-

realizations. Here, we also consider the case

plex concealment techniques is compared. In

where the decoder uses a complex conceal-

calculating the smoothed utility gradients as in

ment technique but at the scheduler, a simple

(18), we set





, which was empirically

concealment technique is assumed during the

found to be an appropriate choice. The results

packet ordering and resource allocation pro-

are averaged over 100 frames and 5 channel

cess. When simple concealment is assumed, a
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AVG PSNR of Each User
35
Complex concealment
Simple concealment
Complex concealment at decoder only

34.5

techniques require knowledge of the decoder

34
33.5
PSNR (dB)

decoded frames, the described packet ordering

state up to the previously transmitted frame.

33

The decoder state at any time, however, is

32.5
32

dependent on the specific channel realization

31.5
31

up to that time, as well as the congestion in

30.5
30

1

2

3

4

5

6

Avg

the network. Therefore, to achieve best results,

User #

the packet ordering must be done in real-time at
Fig. 5.

Performance comparison using simple and complex

error concealment techniques at the decoder.

the scheduler, which implies that the scheduler
must be able to decode the video sequence
given a specified set of packets, and determine
the quality of the decoded video, in real-time.

video frame needs to be decoded only once in

Assuming that not all schedulers will have

order to determine the utility gradients of each

the necessary computational power to order the

packet. When complex concealment is used,

packets in real-time, we have considered a sub-

however, the video frame must be decoded

optimal technique for determining the packet



is the number of packets

ordering offline. An application of the tech-

in the frame, to determine the concealment

nique, termed “Offline1” in Fig. 6, is to assume

effect of each packet. From Fig. 5, we can

that the decoder state up to the previous packet

see that, though the packet ordering scheme

group is perfect (i.e. all previous packets are

with complex concealment is suboptimal, the

received without loss), when ordering the pack-

performance of the system improves overall, as

ets for the current group. A further extension

well as for most of the individual sequences.

of this method, termed “Offline2” is to assume

Not taking into account the decoder error con-

that the decoder state up to all but the previous

cealment technique at the scheduler leads to a

packet group is perfect, which assumes a first-

significant degradation in performance.

order dependency among packet groups. In

times, where 

these methods, each packet can be stamped
B. Offline or Simplified Packet Ordering

offline at the media server with an identifier

Schemes

marking its order within the packet group, as

As temporal concealment, whether simple,

well as a utility gradient, which can be directly

or complex, uses information from previously

used by the scheduler. In the case of “Offline2”,
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Peformance of Offline Packet Ordering

Variance of PSNR

34

20

33

18

Real−Time
Offline 2
Offline 1
Queue length without ordering

16

32

14
12
Variance

PSNR (dB)

31
30
29

10
8

28
6
Real−Time
Offline 2
Offline 1
Queue length without ordering

27
26
25
34

35

36
37
38
Average PSNR without Packet Losses (dB)

4
2

39

40

(a)
Fig. 6.

0
34

35

36
37
38
Average PSNR without Packet Losses (dB)

39

40

(b)

Comparison of content-dependent offline ordering methods with real-time ordering and content-independent queue

length based scheme. (a) Average PSNR over all users and channel realizations. (b) Variance of PSNR across all users and
channel realizations

each packet will need to be marked with 

ity increases, the bit rates of the sequences

different priority values where each value cor-

increase, leading to higher packet losses. As

responds to the number of packets transmitted

the number of packet losses increases, the gap

from the previous packet group. In Fig. 6, we

between the real-time and offline methods also

plot the performance of each system, real-time,

increases. When the initial quality is 34dB and

Offline1, and Offline2, as the quality of the ini-

35dB, however, where the percentage of pack-

tially encoded sequence is increased. We also

ets dropped per frame per user for the offline

compare these content dependent schemes to

methods, is 10% and 16%, respectively, we can

the previously discussed content-independent

see that the performance of the offline methods

queue length based scheme without packet or-

remains close to that of the real-time scheme.

dering. Again, the system parameters in Table I

This suggests that, if the video encoding is well

are used. Figure 6(a) shows the average PSNR

matched to the channel, the offline schemes

over all users and channel realizations and

perform well but when mismatch occurs, the

Figure 6(b) shows the variance of PSNR across

performance degrades. The offline packet prior-

all users and channel realizations averaged over

itization schemes, however, still perform signif-

all frames of the sequence. As the initial qual-

icantly better than queue dependent scheduling
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without packet prioritization. We should note

mise between error robustness and compression

that, although it performs slightly better, the

efficiency.

“Offline2” method does not show a significant

In table II, we show the trade-off between er-

gain over the more simple “Offline1” method.

ror resilience and compression efficiency due to
random I MB insertion. The system parameters

C. Error Resilient Video Encoding for Stream-

are kept the same as in the previous simulations

ing Over Wireless Packet Access Networks

and the performance results are shown for the

When scheduling and transmitting pre-

Foreman sequence given that each of the six

encoded video packets over wireless channels,

sequences is initially encoded using the given

some packets are inevitably dropped due to

numbers of random I MBs per frame. The

inadequate channel resources. Error resilient

quality of the encoded sequence without packet

video encoding schemes alleviate the ill-effects

losses is maintained close to 35dB through rate

of packet loss on the decoded video [35]. Error

control. We can see that as the number of

robust video compression, however, involves

random I MBs increases, the bit rate of the en-

a trade-off with greater robustness leading to

coded stream increases, which leads to higher

lower compression efficiency. Therefore, the

packet drop rates at the scheduler and resultant

performance of specific error resilience tools

loss in video quality. Not using I MBs also

and compression schemes must be analyzed

degrades the video quality by increasing error

under realistic channel conditions. This section

propagation. Similarly, in Fig. 7, we show a

examines some of the trade-offs important to

comparison between sequences encoded using

this work.

intra prediction, a technique proposed in H.264

Among the tools that trade-off compression

to increase compression efficiency, and those

efficiency for error resilience are the slice

encoded using constrained intra prediction. In

structure, which allows for resynchronization

intra prediction, intra MBs are predictively de-

within a frame, flexible macroblock ordering,

pendent on neighboring MBs, some of which

which enables better error concealment, and

may be inter, of the same slice. In a packet

constrained intra prediction as well as random I

lossy system, such dependencies lead to error

MB insertion, which reduce error propagation.

propagation. Constrained intra prediction limits

In our numerical work, we have assumed a

intra prediction to using only the neighboring

slice structure consisting of one row of MBs

intra MBs, which eliminates error propagation

per slice, which achieves a reasonable compro-

at the cost of lower compression efficiency.
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TABLE II

AVG PSNR of Each User
40
Constrained intra pred Off
Constrained intra pred On

T RADE - OFF BETWEEN ERROR RESILIENCE AND
COMPRESSION EFFICIENCY DUE TO RANDOM

I MB
35
PSNR (dB)

INSERTION

Random

Input Rate

Pct Pkts

Received Avg

PSNR

I MBs

(kbps)

Dropped

PSNR(dB)

Loss

0

153

1.0

32.7

2.8

2

153

0.4

33.4

1.6

4

176

0.8

34.3

0.9

6

200

1.6

34.1

1.4

with and without constrained intra prediction. Average quality

8

200

2.1

33.6

1.4

without packet losses for all sequences is close to 35dB.

10

200

2.8

33.2

1.4

12

248

5.1

32.6

2.8

30

25

Fig. 7.

1

2

3

4
5
User #

6

Avg

PSNR of received video if original video is encoded

From Fig. 7, it is apparent that the gain in

conditions. Figure 8 shows the performance

compression efficiency due to intra prediction

results for a multiple user system where each

is not sufficient to offset the performance loss

user’s sequence is initially encoded such that

due to error propagation.

the decoded quality without packet losses is

A relationship between the source encoding

close to the specified average PSNR. Then,

rate and the quality of the received video

we measure the decoded PSNR after packets

can also be determined. Given similar channel

are dropped at the transmission queue using

conditions, lower source rates lead to lower

our packet scheduling scheme. Figure 8 shows

packet losses at the cost of higher distortion

that, given the average channel conditions, it

due to compression artifacts. On the other

is possible to find an appropriate source rate

hand, higher source rates can lead to lower

for the pre-encoded video sequences. There-

compression artifacts, at the expense of higher

fore, the media server could potentially keep

packet losses, some of which can be concealed.

multiple source bit streams at different rates

We use our channel simulations with varying

for each video sequence and choose the ap-

source encoding rates to determine the optimal

propriate stream based on the average channel

encoding rates under the given average channel

conditions.
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AVG Received PSNR of Each User
40

PSNR with Packet Losses (dB)

Quality with no packet losses

35

30dB
33dB
34dB
35dB
36dB
37dB
40dB

study of the performance tradeoffs that may be
obtained by intelligently coding the input bit
streams. Another future direction is to explore
the use of scalable video coding algorithms,
which allow for spatial, temporal, and quality

30

scalability within a single bit stream. Our tech25

1

2

3

4
5
User #

6

Avg

nique can easily be adapted to temporal and
quality scalable bit streams, given a reasonable

Fig. 8.

PSNR of received video with varying initial bit rates

corresponding to varying quality prior to transmission losses.

metric is used to measure the distortion due to
lost or partially transmitted video packets.
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scheme that maximizes a weighted sum of the
rates assigned to each user where the weights
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